
 
 

Malvirà was established in the 1950s by 
Giuseppe Damonte, at a time when the 
Roero's potential was yet unrealized. 
Giuseppe had a great passion for farming and 
wine, a passion that he passed on to his two 
sons, Roberto and Massimo. In 1974, Roberto 
and Massimo took the reigns and began 
slowly turning the family's bulk wine business 
into an Estate focusing on quality wine 
production.  
 

Today, Malvirà's wines are produced from 
Estate fruit, organically farmed across 104 
acres and 6 vineyards. Over the years, they 
have been one of the most ardent 
proponents of the Arneis grape. 42 of their 
104 acres are devoted to the propagation 
of Arneis. It is the wine for which Malvirà is 
renowned. In 2007, the Damontes 
purchased the Renesio vineyard, which 
they leased since 1983. Renesio is the cru 
from which the Arneis grape was identified 
in 1478. In fact, it is unknown which came 
first, the name of the vineyard, or the name 
of the grape! Arneis needs careful farming. 
According to Massimo Damonte, who 

oversees viticulture at his Estate, the secret to great Arneis lies in old vines. 
Malvirà's average vine age for Arneis is 40‑50 years old. Vine age naturally helps 
to inhibit yields, allowing the plant to channel more of its energy in producing 
lesser quantities of higher quality fruit. The dimensions of flavors vary based on the 
type of soil and the mesoclimate of the vineyard.  In addition to Arneis, Malvirà 
produces Favorita, Roero (100% Nebbiolo), Barbera, and Birbet. 
 

MALVIRA 2013 LANGHE BIANCO “TRE UVE” 
40% Chardonnay, 40% Sauvignon and 20% Arneis from the Estate vineyards:  
Saglietto, Trinità and Cornarea.  Each varietal fermented separately in French 
oak for 12 months and rested in bottle for 5 years.  Over time, the wine develops 
beautifully. 
90 Points, The Wine Advocate: “The results here are pretty fascinating. The Malvirà 2013 Langhe 
Bianco TreUve opens to a straw color with some off-gold highlights. Tasting this vintage now, seven 
years after the harvest, reveals honey-like aromas with star jasmine and passion fruit. Its age is 
elegantly managed, and although tertiary tones define the wine's personality, they are not candied 
or oxidized. Indeed, the freshness here is intact with subtle tones of vanilla, aniseed and smoky ash. 
The final flavor takeaway is white licorice and peppercorn, and you taste those things for a long 
time, even after you have put down your glass. It's all quite intriguing when you take a second or 
two to analyze this uncommon offering."  
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